I am xFit Testing Procedure

I am xFit
Module

Test

Testing Procedures, Pictures,
Description links, and other
interesting details.

Before beginning any sort of
physical assessment make sure
you are physically able to
perform the tests safely. See
PAR Q From in links. If you
I am HealthY I am Fit I am
have any concerns about your
xFit
ability ask your wellness team
The 5 Components of Fitness
Follow these
for assistance. This is a self
are: body composition,
Rules
directed test. Use good
flexibility, muscular strength
judgement. If you feel pain,
and endurance, and
dizziness or nausea,
cardiorespiratory ability.
discontinue the assessment. As
soon as your form is
compromised or if you have any
pain or unusual sensation stop
the test.

RESTING STATE
Blood
Pressure

Heart Rate

Do you have blood pressure Normal blood pressure is less
that is below 120 systolic
than 120 over 80 (120/80).
and 80 diastolic (even
People whose blood pressure is
through medication)? If you above the normal range should
do place a check in the
ask their doctor how to lower it.
checkbox.

Do you have resting heart
rate of 60 or below? If you
do place a check in the
checkbox.

Generally, a lower resting heart
rate indicates a higher level of
cardiovascular fitness. Harvard
Health suggests if your resting
heart rate is consistently above
80 beats per minute, you might
want to talk to your doctor about
how your heart rate and other
personal factors influence your
risk for cardiovascular disease.

BODY
COMPOSITION

If you have a desirable waist
measure place a check (X)
in the checkbox. Acceptable
values are less than 34 and
Waist
circumference 30” for men and women: some
exceptions apply if you are a
mesomorph (email us to find
out).

FLEXIBILITY

Overhead
Movement
Screen

The Overhead Reach
Movement Screen Test:
Standing with back against
wall with head, button and
heels touching reach
overhead with palms facing
toward body so thumbs are
pointing toward wall and
arms straight. Can you
touch your thumb to the
wall? Are both sides the
same? Is there no pain? If so
place a check in the
checkbox. If you have tight
pectoral and rear rotator cuff
muscles stretch those areas.
Strengthen the mid to lower
trapezius and rhomboids and
stretch the upper trapezius to
improve.

Squat Test
Screen

Can you squat and touch
your mid shin with good
form where you do not lose
the locked lumbar curve,
knees do not go beyond
your toes, and where
primary motion occurred at
the hips? If so place a check
in the checkbox. There are
several key motions in the
squat. Any error in motion
may lead to injury. You should
be able to properly initiate
hinging at the hip when
executing the squat
movement where the pelvis is
shifted posteriorly. Proper hip
flexion reduces stress on the
knee joint and shifts the
center of gravity towards the
spine reducing spinal stress.
In a proper hinge motion the
buttocks are beyond the
ankles and the knees are not
past the toes.

Spinal
Extension
Movement
Screen

The Spinal Extension
Movement Screen Test: Lying
on your stomach press up
keeping your pelvis on the
floor. Can you extend your
spine more than 20 degrees
without any pain? If so place
a check in the checkbox. If
you have pain when doing
this test seek medical
attention.

A smaller waist has been proven
to be an indicator of good health.
We will give you your own tape
measure. When measuring stand
and place a tape measure
around your middle, across your
navel at the maximal protrusion.
Make sure tape is horizontal
around the waist. Keep the tape
snug around the waist, but not
compressing the skin. Measure
your waist just after you breathe
out. Do not suck in.
For most people there is no
benefit from being hyper-flexible.
However normal, balanced, pain
free range of motion is good
goal. Flexibility training allows
greater freedom of movement
and improved posture, increases
physical and mental relaxation,
releases muscle tension and
soreness, restores function after
injury, and possibly reduces the
risk of injury
Some people are naturally
more flexible. Flexibility is
primarily due to one’s genetics,
gender, age, body shape and
level of physical activity. As
people grow older, they tend to
lose flexibility, usually as a
result of inactivity, but partially
because of the aging process
itself. The less active you are,
the less flexible you are likely
to be. As with cardiovascular
endurance and muscle
strength, flexibility will improve
with regular training.

The Spinal Flexion Movement
Screen Test: Can you from a
quadruped position rock
back touching the buttocks
to the heels and the chest
to the thighs or come close
Spinal Flexion
to doing so without pain?
Movement
The hands should remain in
Screen
front of the body, reaching
out as far as possible. If you
can place a check in the
checkbox. If you have pain
when doing this test seek
medical attention.
Prone Knee Flexion Test
(PKFT): Can you while lying
flat on your belly bring your
ankle into body with some
assistance where the heel
comes close to touching
Prone Knee
the buttocks? If you can
Flexion Test
place a check in the
Movement
checkbox. If you have pain
Screen
when doing this test seek
medical attention. Side note:
From this position you should
be able to lift your knee off
ground 1-3 inches (test of
tightness rectus femurs).
Supine Knee Flexion Test
(SKFT): Can you while on
lying on back bring knee
into chest with some
assistance the thigh should
Supine Knee
be able to touch the chest
Flexion Test
and ankle should be able to
Movement
touch back of leg or come
Screen
with a couple inches? If you
can place a check in the
checkbox. If you have pain
when doing this test seek
medical attention.

MUSCULAR
ENDURANCE

Wall Squat
Hold

Can you do a wall squat for
over 180 seconds for men
and 90 seconds for women?
If you can place a check in
the checkbox. How to do it:
Start by standing and leaning
against a smooth wall. Slide
down the wall and walk your
feet forward until your knees
are at a 90-degree angle.
Keep your back flat against
the wall. Make sure your
heels stay down on the
ground.

Step Up and
Down Test

Can you do > 100 step ups
and downs off a standard
stair in two minute? If you
can place a check in the
checkbox. How to do it:
Standing in front of a standard
first step on a staircase (7 to
8”) do as many step ups and
downs in one minute. One
repetition is one complete
cycle of both feet coming up
and both feet touching down.
You can do this move on your
own staircase or on a 7-8 inch
aerobic step.

Bodyweight
Squat Test

If female can you do a body
weight squat for >27 reps if
20-30 yrs old, >24 reps if
30-40 yrs old, >21 reps if
40-50 yrs old, and >18 reps
if 50-60 yrs old. If male can
you do a body weight squat
for >33 reps if 20-30 yrs old,
>30 reps if 30-40 yrs old,
>27 reps if 40-50 yrs old,
and >24 reps if 50-60 yrs
old.? If you can place a check
in the checkbox. How to do
it: When performing the squat
you should be able to make a
90 degree angle at your knee.
Your knees should stay
shoulder width apart and not
go beyond your toes. Use a
steady pace, not faster than a
2 count down and a 1 count
up.

Inverted
Suspension
Row

If female can you do a
suspension row for >15 reps?
If male can you do a
suspension row for >22 reps?
If you can place a check in the
checkbox. How to do it: Lie on
your back underneath a
Suspension Trainer; the
handles should hang just higher
than arm's length above the
floor. With your arms extended,
grab the handles, palms facing
each other, and lift your upper
body a few inches off the floor
(a). Your body should form a
straight line from head to heels.
Bend your elbows to pull your
body up toward the handles (b).
Once the handles are on either
side of your chest, pause, then
return to start. That's one rep;
continue for as many reps as
you can. Use a steady pace not
faster than a 2 count down and
a 1 count up. NO ACCESS TO
SUSPENSION TRAINER
PLACE AN N/A in checkbox.

Push Ups

If female can you do a push
up for >33 reps if 20-30 yrs
old, >30 reps if 30-40 yrs old,
>25 reps if 40-50 yrs old, and
>21 reps if 50-60 yrs old. If
male can you do a push up
for >39 reps if 20-30 yrs old,
>34 reps if 30-40 yrs old, >28
reps if 40-50 yrs old, and >25
reps if 50-60 yrs old? If you
can place a check in the
checkbox. How to do it: Push
Up Form: Men should use the
standard "military style" pushup
position with only the hands
and the toes touching the floor
in the starting position. Women
have the additional option of
using the "bent knee" position.
To do this, kneel on the floor,
hands on either side of the
chest and keep your back
straight. Lower the chest down
towards the floor, always to the
same level each time, either till
your elbows are at right angles
or your chest touches the
ground. Use a steady pace not
faster than a 2 count down and
a 1 count up.

Muscular endurance is the
ability of a muscle or group of
muscles to sustain repeated
contractions against a
resistance or body weight for
an extended period of time. It is
one of the components of
muscular fitness, along with
muscular strength and power.

https://www.acefitness.org/education-andresources/lifestyle/exercise-library/135/
bodyweight-squat/: https://
www.topendsports.com/testing/tests/
home-squat.htm

https://www.acefitness.org/education-and-resources/
lifestyle/exercise-library/41/push-up/: https://
www.topendsports.com/testing/tests/home-pushup.htm

Bodyweight
Lunge

Can you do a standard lunge
for >18 reps if 20-30 yrs old,
>16 reps if 30-40 yrs old, >14
reps if 40-50 yrs old, and >10
reps if 50-60 yrs old. If you
can place a check in the
checkbox. How to do it: Lunge
Form: Keep your upper body
straight, with your shoulders
back and head up. Always
engage your core by bracing
your abdomen. Step forward
with one leg, lowering your hips
until both knees are bent at
about a 90-degree angle. Make
sure your front knee is directly
above your ankle, not pushed
out too far or to either side, and
make sure your other knee
doesn't touch the floor but
comes 1-3 inches from floor.
Keep the weight in your heels
as you push back up to the
starting position. Use a steady
pace not faster than a 2 count
down and a 1 count up.

Lateral
Standing Leg
Lift

Can you hold a lateral leg lift
for >60 seconds if < 40 yrs
old, if older can you hold it
for 40 secs. If you can place a
check in the checkbox. How to
do it: Standing lateral leg lift
form: Keeping a long straight
torso, bring one leg out to the
side as high as you can and
hold for as long as you can.
This is also a great balance
test.

Pull Ups

If female can you do a
standard pull up for >3 reps if
20-30 yrs old, >2 reps if 30-40
yrs old, >1 rep if > 40 yrs old?
If male can you do a standard
pull up for >12 reps if 20-30
yrs old, >10 reps if 30-40 yrs
old, >6 reps if > 40 yrs old? If
you can place a check in the
checkbox. Standard pull ups
form: Grasp the overhead bar
using an overhand grip (palms
facing away from body) with the
arms fully extended. Then raise
the body until the chin clears
the top of the bar, then lowers
again to a position with the
arms fully extended. The pullups should be done in a smooth
motion. Jerky motion, swinging
the body, and kicking or
bending the legs is not
permitted.

From Presidents Council for Physical Fitness

If female can you do a flexed
arm hang for >16 secs if
20-30 yrs old, >12 secs if
30-40 yrs old, >8 secs if > 40
yrs old? If male can you do a
flexed arm hang for >24 secs
if 20-30 yrs old, >20 secs if
30-40 yrs old, >16 secs if > 40
yrs old? If you can place a
check in the checkbox. Flexed
Arm Hang Form: The starting
position is with the chin above
the bar, and both feet off the
ground. You can reach the
starting position by standing on
a support or if necessary
assisted by others. The grip can
be either with both palms facing
forward or to the rear, though
with both facing in the same
direction. The aim of the test is
to hold this position for as long
as possible. The timer is started
when you are in position in
position, and does no stop until
you cannot maintain some
degree of flexion at the elbow.
The feet may not touch the floor
during the test.

From Presidents Council for Physical Fitness: https://
www.military.com/military-fitness/marine-corps-fitnessrequirements/usmc-pft-charts

Flexed Arm
Hangs

Dips

If female can you do a
standard dip for >5 reps if
20-30 yrs old, >2-3 reps if
30-40 yrs old, >1 rep if > 40
yrs old? If male can you do a
standard pull up for >15 reps
if 20-30 yrs old, >12 reps if
30-40 yrs old, >10 reps if > 40
yrs old? Form: Do not go past
90 degrees of elbow flexion,
upper arm parallel to floor ( see
form ). If you can place a check
in the checkbox. If you want
report your score in the score
box.

Single Leg
Squat

Can you do a Single Leg
Squat to 60 degrees of knee
flexion with perfect form for ≥
10 reps. Single Leg Squat
Form: Stand on one leg while
the other leg is lifted off the
ground in front of the body so
that the hip is flexed to
approximately 45° and the knee
of the non-stance leg flexed to
approximately 90°. The
unsupported leg can be in front
or extended back as pictured.
The arms are held straight out
in front, with the hands clasped
together. From this position
squat down until about 60°
knee flexion, then return to the
start position repeating with
good form as many reps as you
can. Do on both sides.Your toe
must remain in a straight line
and your hips are not allowed to
dip to have a passing score. A
good score is 10 or more. In
the single leg squat test
which was once performed at
NHL combine, each player
must perform five successive
repetitions on each leg

CORE ABILITY is a
SPECIFIC FORM
OF MUSCULAR
ENDURANCE

Core McGill
Curl Up

Core
Sidebridge

Core exercises train the
muscles in your pelvis, lower
back, hips and abdomen to
work in harmony. This leads to
better balance and stability,
whether on the playing field or
in daily activities. In fact, most
sports and other physical
activities depend on stable core
muscles. Weak core muscles
can also leave you susceptible
to poor posture, lower back
pain and muscle injuries.
Improving muscular endurance
core of the muscles may also
help improve back pain.

Can you do 20 McGill Curl
Ups? If you can place a check
in the checkbox. How to do it:
McGill Crunch Form: Place your
hands flat under your lower
back and raise your elbows
slightly off the ground. Your
hands are there to make sure
you do not flex your spine. Your
spine needs to be neutral. It is
not mandatory to place hands
under back if you can keep
spine in neutral. Bend one leg
so it is straight. Keeping a
straight neck, tighten your abs
as if bracing for a punch and
raise your head and shoulders
off the ground slightly. Hold this
position for 10 seconds and
repeat as many times with good
form.
Can you do hold a side
bridge for 90 seconds?
Repeat other side. Are both
hold times roughly the same?
If you can and the times are
roughly the same place a check
in the checkbox. How to do it:
Side bridge Form: Lie on your
side, with your forearm on the
floor and elbow underneath
your shoulder with extended
legs, aligning the feet on top of
each other or in a tandem
position (heel-to-toe). The hips
should be elevated off the mat
and the body should be in
straight alignment (i.e., head,
neck, torso, hips, and legs).
The torso should be supported
only by the client’s foot/feet and
the elbow/forearm of the lower
arm. Hold as long as you can
with good form and no pain.

Can you do hold a BirdDog
for 90 seconds? Repeat other
side. Are both hold times
roughly the same? If you can
and the times are roughly the
same place a check in the
checkbox. How to do it:
BirdDog Form: This exercise
involves simultaneous
movement of your leg and
contralateral (opposite) arm.
Hip Extension: Slowly extend
your left hip (raise and
straighten the knee) attempting
to extend it until it is at, or near
Core BirdDog
parallel, to the floor without any
rotation in the hip. Shoulder
flexion: Slowly flex your right
arm (raise and straighten the
arm) attempting to raise it until
it is at, or near parallel, to the
floor without any tilting at the
shoulders. Your goal is to keep
the both shoulders parallel to
the floor. Your head should
remain aligned with the spine
throughout the movement. Hold
as long as you can with good
form and no pain.

Core Single
Leg Bridge

Can you do hold a Single Leg
Bridge for 90 seconds?
Repeat other side. Are both
hold times roughly the same?
If you can and the times are
roughly the same place a check
in the checkbox. How to do it:
Single Leg Bridge Form: While
on Back make bridge by
pressing through heels and
raising pelvis up to neutral.
While keeping back locked,
abdomen braced, and spine in
neutral raise one leg out and
hold as long as you can with
good form and no pain.

Core Flexion
Hold

Can you do a Core Flexion
hold for 75 seconds? If you
can place a check in the
checkbox. How to do it: While
seated on ground with knees
bent and feet flat move back
into a 60 degree position
keeping back locked, abdomen
braced, and spine in neutral
and hold as long as you can
with good form and no pain.

Core
Extension
Hold

Can you do a Core Extension
(cobra) hold for 75 seconds?
If you can place a check in the
checkbox. How to do it: While
lying on stomach place hands
behind back and raise chest off
the ground keeping back
locked, abdomen braced, and
spine in neutral and hold as
long as you can with good form
and no pain. This is a simplified
version of the McGill Back
Extension. If you have access
to a back extension machine
use that instead to perform the
extension hold.

MUSCULAR
STRENGTH

If female is your 10RM
strength ratio for the arm
curl >.23, in other words
can you arm curl 23% of
your body weight 10x? If
male is your 10RM strength
ratio for the arm curl .40, in
other words can you arm
curl 40% of your body
weight 10x? If you can place
a check in the checkbox. If
you want report your score
in the score box.When
calculating ratio use total
weight lifted. So if you used
a 20 lbs dumbbell use 40
lbs when calculating ratio. If
Arm Curl Test you can place a check in the
checkbox. How to do it:
When performing the curl you
should be standing with back
in neutral and abdomen
braced with feet shoulder
width apart. Curl dumbbells
up to shoulder height and
then return using a steady
pace not faster than a 2 count
down and a 1 count up. Use
the total amount lifted in your
calculations. In other words if
you used 20 lbs dumbbells
then the total weight lifted
would be 40 lbs. If you
weighed 120 lbs your strength
ratio would be .33.

Muscular strength is defined as
the maximum amount of force
that a muscle can exert against
some form of resistance in a
single effort or for multiple
repetitions. A single repetition
maximum at a given weight is
known as a 1 RM or one
repetition maximum. Strength
is also defined by repetitions of
maximum. A 10 RM would be
the heaviest weight you could
lift for 10 consecutive
repetitions. Performance of 1
RM testing can be dangerous
so we are going to list xFit
desired values as 10 RMs.
Scoring will also take in
consideration your body weight
through Strength Ratios. To
determine Strength Ratio on a
given exercise divide weight
maximum weight lifted ten
times time by body weight to
determine the Strength Ratio.
So if you are a 200 lbs male
and you can bench press 150
lbs ten times you have a bench
press 10 RM strength ratio of
.75. In other words you can
maximumly lift 75% of his body
weight 10x. If you would like to
know what the 1 RM desired
values for each exercise are
please email us. Skill and
athletic lifts were not chosen
because of risk of injury and
the need for perfect execution.
If you do not have access to a
machine place NA on the form.

https://www.acefitness.org/education-and-resources/
lifestyle/exercise-library/44/seated-biceps-curl/

If female is your 10RM
strength ratio for the goblet
squat >.25, in other words
can you goblet squat 25%
of your body weight 10x? If
male is your 10RM strength
ratio for the goblet squat
.35, in other words can you
goblet squat 35% of your
body weight 10x? If greater
than 39 yrs old use strength
ratios of .20 and .30 for
females and males
respectively. If you can
place a check in the
checkbox. How to do it: How
to do it: Stand with your feet
slightly wider than hipdistance apart, your toes
angled slightly outward. Hold
a kettlebell or a dumbbell in
both hands at your chest,
gripping it though you were
cupping a goblet. Bend your
elbows so the goblet is
positioned right at the center
of your chest. Engage your
core and look straight ahead,
you want to keep your back
neutrally aligned and your
Goblet Squat
Test
eyes facing straight ahead
throughout the squat. Hinge
your hips back and begin
bending your knees to
perform the squat. Inhale as
you perform this downward
phase. Focus on keeping your
chest tall as you continue
pressing your hips back and
lowering down. Make sure
your weight remains evenly
distributed across your foot, or
slightly more weighted toward
your heel, you shouldn't come
up on your toes as you squat.
The goal is to get your hips
below parallel with your
knees. Press through your
heels and reverse the motion
to return to the starting
position. Do not go to this
position if your back is not
fixed in neutral. Exhale as you
rise, and be sure to press
your hips forward at the top of
the squat to more fully
engage your glutes. Use a
steady pace not faster than a
2 count down and a 1 count
up.
If female is your 10RM
strength ratio for the chest
press >.42, in other words
can you chest press 42% of
your body weight 10x? If
male is your 10RM strength
ratio for the chest press .70,
in other words can you
chest press 70% of your
body weight 10x? If greater
than 39 yrs old use strength
ratios of .38 and .60 for
females and males
respectively. If you can place
a check in the checkbox. How
to do it: Maintain the natural
arch in your low back and
avoid arching your back
throughout the exercise.
Depress and retract your
scapulae (pull shoulders back
and down) and attempt to
hold this position throughout
Chest Press
the exercise.Gently exhale
Machine or
Barbell Bench and slowly perform a pressing
Press
movement, extending your
elbows in front, while
maintaining a neutral wrist
position, and keep your head
aligned with your spine while
avoiding any arching your low
back. Continue pressing until
your elbows are fully
extended, but not locked.
Your shoulder blades should
continue to make contact with
the backrest and not round or
bend forward. Pause
momentarily then gently allow
your elbows to flex (bend) in a
slow, controlled manner while
returning the bar back
towards the starting position.
Repeat the movement. Use a
steady pace not faster than a
2 count down and a 1 count
up. See more on form at ACE
Fitness.
If female is your 10RM
strength ratio for the lat
pulldown >.53, in other
words can you lat pulldown
53% of your body weight
10x? If male is your 10RM
strength ratio for the lat
pulldown >.86, in other
words can you lat pulldown
86% of your body weight
10x? If greater than 39 yrs
old use strength ratios of
.47 and .81 for females and
males respectively. If you
can place a check in the
checkbox. How to do it:
Maintain the natural arch in
your low back and avoid
losing natural curve. Hand
Lat Pulldown placement should be around
Machine
shoulder width part with grip
facing out. The start position
is at full arm length. The bar
should be pulldown to below
chin, which is end of the
range of motion. The torso
can be move backwards
through the decent of bar
where the motion is occurring
through a hinge at the
hips. Always breathe, no
holding, keeping your head
aligned with your spine. Have
a slight pause at bottom of
motion and then return to start
position. Repeat the
movement. Use a steady
pace not faster than a 2 count
down and a 1 count up. See
more on form at ACE Fitness.
If female is your 10RM
strength ratio for the one
arm dumbbell row >.27, in
other words can you row
27% of your body weight
10x? If male is your 10RM
strength ratio for the one
arm dumbbell row >.42, in
other words can you row
42% of your body weight
10x? If greater than 39 yrs
old use strength ratios of
.81 and .47 for females and
males respectively. If you
can place a check in the
Dumbbell Row
checkbox. How to do it:
Place one knee and same
side hand on bench and make
back horizontal with floor.
Maintain the natural arch in
your low back and avoid
losing natural curve. Pull
dumbbell from arm length
position to abdomen touching
the body and return to start
position. Repeat the
movement. Use a steady
pace not faster than a 2 count
down and a 1 count up. See
more on form at ACE Fitness.

Leg Press
Machine

If female is your 10RM
strength ratio for the leg
press machine >1.6, in
other words can you leg
press 160% of your body
weight 10x? If male is your
10RM strength ratio for the
leg press machine >2.1, in
other words can you leg
press 210% of your body
weight 10x? If greater than
39 yrs old use strength
ratios of 2.0 and 1.1 for
females and males
respectively. If you can place
a check in the checkbox. How
to do it: Maintain the natural
arch in your low back and
avoid losing natural curve
throughout execution of every
repetition. Hand placement
should be on the handles
under the seat. The start
position is at 90 degrees of
knee flexion where foot
placement is shoulder width
apart and toes are in line with
the knee. The pressing motion
should occur from the
buttocks, hips, and
quadriceps through the heels
and mid-foot. Extend legs till
knees are almost locked, but
never lock the knees. Have a
slight pause at top of motion
and then return to start
position, but do not let the
weight fully return. Repeat the
movement. Use a steady
pace not faster than a 2 count
down and a 1 count up.
MOST LEG PRESS WEIGHT
STACK MACHINES ARE 2X
THE WEIGHT SHOWN ON
THE STACK- SEE PLACARD
ON MACHINE. YOU CAN
USE A PLATE LOADED LEG
PRESS MACHINE TO TEST
YOURSELF. See more on
form at ACE Fitness.

If your PT or doctor advised
you not to do this exercise
please omit. If female is your
10RM strength ratio for the
leg extension machine >.38,
in other words can you leg
extend 38% of your body
weight 10x? If male is your
10RM strength ratio for the
leg extension machine >.60,
in other words can you leg
extend 60% of your body
weight 10x? If greater than
39 yrs old use strength
ratios of .33 and .55 for
females and males
Leg Extension respectively. If you can place
Machine
a check in the checkbox. How
to do it: Maintain the natural
arch in your low back and
avoid losing natural curve
throughout execution of every
repetition. Sit and place feet
behind roller pad, align knees
with pivot point. Adjust back
back pad if necessary. Grasp
handles and raise feet until
legs are fully extended. Slowly
return to the start position.
Repeat the movement. Use a
steady pace not faster than a
2 count down and a 1 count
up. See more on form at ACE
Fitness.

Leg Curl
Machine

The strength ratios for the
seated leg curls (as pictured)
and the prone are the same.
If female is your 10RM
strength ratio for the leg
curl machine >.25, in other
words can you leg curl 25%
of your body weight 10x? If
male is your 10RM strength
ratio for the leg curl
machine >.40, in other
words can you leg curl 40%
of your body weight 10x? If
greater than 39 yrs old use
strength ratios of .20 and
.35 for females and males
respectively. If you can place
a check in the checkbox. How
to do it: Maintain the natural
arch in your low back and
avoid losing natural curve
throughout execution of every
repetition. Sit and place feet
on top of if seated roller pad,
align knees with pivot point.
Adjust back back pad if
necessary. Grasp handles
and lower feet until legs are at
90 degrees. Slowly return to
the start position. Repeat the
movement. Use a steady
pace not faster than a 1 count
down and a 2 count up. See
more on form at ACE Fitness.

Shoulder
Press

If female is your 10RM
strength ratio for the
dumbbell shoulder press
>.28, in other words can
you shoulder press 28% of
your body weight 10x? If
male is your 10RM strength
ratio for the dumbbell
shoulder press .50, in other
words can you shoulder
press 50% of your body
weight 10x? If greater than
39 yrs old use strength
ratios of .27 and .45 for
females and males
respectively. *You can use a
Barbell or Shoulder Press
Machine. When calculating
ratio use total weight lifted.
So if you used a 20 lbs
dumbbell use 40 lbs when
calculating ratio. If you can
place a check in the
checkbox. How to do it:
When performing the curl you
should be standing with back
in neutral and abdomen
braced with feet shoulder
width apart. From shoulder
height and palms facing body
press dumbbells overhead to
slightly before locked position
return using a steady pace
not faster than a 2 count
down and a 1 count up. Use
the total amount lifted in your
calculations. In other words if
you used 20 lbs dumbbells
then the total weight lifted
would be 40 lbs. If you
weighed 120 lbs your strength
ratio would be .33. See more
on form at ACE Fitness.
New Tests 2022

Squat to
Shoulder
Press

Can you do a squat to
shoulder press with 25% of
your body weight for male
and 15% for female for > 15
reps < 39 yrs old, > 10 reps if
39-50 yrs old, and > 4 reps if
> 50 yrs old. How to do it: Use
two dumbbells. So if you are
male, under 30 years of age,
and weigh 160 lbs. then use
two 20 lbs. dumbbells. Use
dumbbells that are close to the
25% of your body weight for
male and 15% for female
suggested amount. Form: Grip
one dumbbell in each hand with
the palm facing each other and
hold them in front of each
shoulder with the elbows close
to the body. Push back into the
hips and keep the back straight
to lower into a squat holding the
weights on the front of the
shoulders. When the hips are
below the knees in the squat,
push both legs into the ground
to stand up and at the same
time press the dumbbells
overhead by straightening the
arms. Slowly return the weights
to the shoulders. Keep
abdomen engage to stabilize
core.

Can you do a farmers carry
with 50% of your body
weight for male and 25% for
female for > 30 yards if < 39
yrs old, > 20 yards if 39-50
yrs old, > 10 yards if > 50 yrs
old. How to do it: Perform a
farmers carry the suggested
distance for your age. You do
not have to walk straight. You
can go back and forth. Use two
dumbbells. So if you are male,
under 30 years of age, and
weigh 150 lbs. then use two 40
Farmer’s Carry
lbs. dumbbells. Use dumbbells
that are close to the 50% of
your body weight for male and
25% for female suggested
amount. Form: Hold a dumbbell
in each hand with a tight, firm
grip and the palms facing down,
and allow the arms to rest along
the sides of the body so the
dumbbells are next to each hip.
Keep the back straight and walk
a specified, pre-determined
distance. Keep abdomen
engage to stabilize core.
Can you do a Hex Bar
Deadlift or Barbell Deadlift for
10 reps for males at .70 of
body weight if <39 yrs old, .63
if 39-59 yrs old, and .57 if >59
yrs old. If females at .60 of
body weight if <39 yrs old, .54
if 39-59 yrs old, and .48 if >59
yrs old. How to do it: Stand
behind the barbell or in middle
of Hex Bar with the feet about
shoulder-width apart, the toes
slightly rotated out, and
the shins almost touching the
bar. Hinge back into the hips
while keeping a straight back so
that the chest is lifted upward,
and bend forward to grip the
bar in an over-under grip with
one palm facing up and the
other facing down if using
barbell or hands positioned on
grips of Hex Bar. Make sure
you keep abdomen braced and
back in neutral throughout
motion. From the hinged
position drive through the hips
forward pushing through heels
to a straightened position ( See
more here ). Form should never
break. Complete 5 perfect reps
to get a passing score. A
slightly above average male
weightlifter should be able to
deadlift between 1 and 1.5
times their body weight for 1
repetition. A slightly above
average female weightlifter
should be able to deadlift
between .75 and 1.25 times
their body weight for 1
repetition (cited).

AEROBIC ABILITY

Aerobic capacity is a measure of
your body's ability to take oxygen
from the atmosphere and use it
to produce energy for your
muscle cells. Many consider the
most important fitness metric.
Having good cardiovascular
fitness has many health benefits,
for example, it decreases your
risk of cardiovascular diseases,
stroke, high blood pressure,
diabetes and other diseases as
well as impacting life span and
all cause mortality. Many factors
influence aerobic fitness,
including your lung efficiency,
cardiac function, gender, age and
genetic makeup. High-intensity
exercise increases VO2 max.
Maximal aerobic power is
typically expressed as mL/kg−1/
min−1. An individual’s VO2 max
can be measured or estimated
by a variety of techniques,
including treadmill running, cycle
ergometer, arm cranking, stair
stepping, rowing, and walking.
However, the gold standard is
progressive treadmill testing by
walking or running to exhaustion.

AEROBIC ABILITY TESTS
(choose one test)- You have
the choice of either doing a
Treadmill OR an Exercise
Machine Test (elliptical,
bike, etc. with METS
display). If you want to
walk/run for your test
choose treadmill test. You
also have a choice of
performing a sub-maximal
(Non-PEAK) or maximal test
(PEAK) on whatever
machine you choose. I
suggest the Non-PEAK Test
for most. Only people who
consider themselves fit
should attempt a PEAK
Test. If you want to do a
standard test see that
section below.

MACHINE
TESTS

The MACHINE TESTS below
has you exercising at an
intensity you can sustain for 3
minutes after a couple warm
up stages on a treadmill or an
exercise machine. A. Has you
exercising at a SOMEWHAT
HARD INTENSITY, just above
MODERATE (RPE=5 see
chart). This is suitable for
most people who exercise. B.
Has you exercising at your
PEAK ability (only attempt if
you are use to exercising
VERY HARD, near PEAK,
RPE=8-10).

On an exercise machine of
your choice determine your
aerobic ability by finding out
your SOMEWHAT HARD
INTENSITY (effort RPE=5)
MPH SPEED (only Treadmill)
or METS (other machines)
that you can sustain for 3
minutes after warming up and
doing a 2 or more incremental
stages. Most exercise
machines display a MET
value. If you do not have a
machine that displays METS,
but has WATTS use this
A. NON-PEAK
Aerobic Ability calculation to convert WATTS
Test using
to METS (see calculation,
your
must include body weight). If
SOMEWHAT
you treadmill that does not
HARD MPH
displays METS, but has MPH
SPEED
and Incline use this
walking/
calculation to convert to
running on
METS (see calculation, must
Treadmill or
include body weight). Female
NON-PEAK
reached desirable level if
MET on an
exercise
>4.5 MPH or 7.7 METS if
machine
20-30 yrs old, >3.8 MPH or
6.9 METS if 30-40 yrs old,
>3.8 MPH or 6.9 METS if
40-50 yrs old, and >3.6 MPH
or 6.3 METS if 50-60 yrs old.
Male reached desirable
level if >5.6 MPH or 9.5
METS if 20-30 yrs old, >5.1
MPH or 8.9 METS if 30-40
yrs old, >4.9 MPH or 8.5
METS if 40-50 yrs old, and
>4.5 MPH or 7.8 METS if
50-60 yrs old. If you met the
desirable level you can place
a check in the checkbox.

How to work up to your NonPEAK and PEAK MPH level: if
you if you find working hard to be
a 4 MPH should start at 2.7 MPH
for 3 or more minutes, then 3-3.3
MPH for 3 or more minutes,
before attempting harder stages.
* Record your heart rate at PEAK
MPH. This value will allow you to
gauge your training and
progress. In other words at 5
MPH you had a HR of 150.
Several weeks later at the same
MPH level you have a HR of 140.
This is a sign that you are getting
fitter.
*Treadmill-if you feel you can
work better with an incline
calculate your MET level at this
webpage (input speed and
incline). Then use this MET value
to understand your score.

On an exercise machine of
your choice determine your
aerobic ability by finding out
your PEAK MPH (treadmill) or
MET value that you can
sustain for 3 minutes after
warming up and doing a 2 or
more incremental stages.
Most exercise machines
display a MET value. If you do
not have a machine that
displays METS, but has
WATTS use this calculation to
convert WATTS to METS (see
B. PEAK
calculation, must include body
Aerobic Ability weight). If you treadmill that
Test using
does not displays METS, but
your PEAK
has MPH and Incline use this
MPH speed
calculation to convert to
walking/
METS (see calculation, must
running on
Treadmill or include body weight). Female
reached desirable level if
PEAK MET on
>6.4 MPH or 10.9 METS if
an exercise
20-30 yrs old, >6.2 MPH or
machine
10.5 METS if 30-40 yrs old,
>5.7 MPH or 9.7 METS if
40-50 yrs old, and >5.1 MPH
or 8.8 METS if 50-60 yrs old.
Male reached desirable
level if >8.1 MPH or 13.4
METS if 20-30 yrs old, >7.6
MPH or 12.6 METS if 30-40
yrs old, >7.1 MPH or 11.9
METS if 40-50 yrs old, and
>6.5 MPH or 11.0 METS if
50-60 yrs old. If you met the
desirable level you can place
a check in the checkbox.

STANDARD
AEROBIC ABILITY
TESTS
1. 1 MILE WALK TIMED
2. 1.5 MILE RUN TIMED
3. GRADED TREADMILL
TEST

There are many other options
that you can do to test your
aerobic fitness. Pick one then
determine if you met the
desirable level (above average or
the 60 percentile for your age). I
recommend the first one
(Rockport Walking Test) for most.
The Rockport Walking Test is a
simple walking test of a mile, the
second is a 1.5 mile run, the third
is a standard graded treadmill
test.

I recommend the Rockport
Test for many who can not run
because it is a safe walking
test. How to do the Rockport
Walk Test: After a brief warm
up walk as briskly as possible
for one mile with a heart rate
monitor or measure pulse
over 15 seconds when
completing the mile to derive
beats per minute by
1. Rockport
Walking Test
multiplying by 4. Use your
time and heart rate to
determine your aerobic fitness
by calculating your score or
email us your data and we will
determine your score (see
Walk Test Link to calculate
your score). If you met the
desirable level of good or
better you can place a
check in the checkbox
Cooper 1.5 mile walk/run test
(see Cooper Run Test Link).
Female desirable level
reached if 1.5 mile walk/run
time (minutes) value is <
12:27 if 20-30 yrs old, < 13:17
if 30-40 yrs old, < 14:07 if
40-50 yrs old, and <15:49 if https://www.humankinetics.com/
2. Cooper 1.5
Mile Walk/Run 50-60 yrs old. Male reached AcuCustom/Sitename/DAM/082/
Test
the desirable level if 1.5 mile
Cooper_Walk_Run_Test.pdf
walk/run time (minutes) value
is < 10:28 if 20-30 yrs old, <
10:53 if 30-40 yrs old, < 11:31
if 40-50 yrs old, and < 12:31 if
50-60 yrs old. If you met the
desirable level you can place
a check in the checkbox.
You can also do a standard
treadmill protocol (see
Walking Protocol link) to
3. Graded
Exercise
determine your VO2 Peak. If
Treadmill Test you met the desirable level of
good (75%) you can place a
check in the checkbox.

